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theme: that guy in here stinks as usual; and that lady out there stinks as usual; there’s being homeless; 

and then, there’s stinking on purpose to cause illness and kill others this way; charge them with 

homicide! 

 

On quick hears; are these verified [if you hear them over and again: how many times?  (to) will it create 

stable-ity] 
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Identity ramifications can be had: by participating in the obvious question; if even with the same and 

similar answers [how so!] It discovers the (cited : )Buddha (uh, in theme-ology; who will just tell you) 

 

Source, citation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a-EuO2I-UyU (as accessed on 123018) 

2) “Prom” has something to do with “unicorn”(s) 

Source, citation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L71Jr6v-

Zyo&list=PL5BsRl9zFaeTeTFlKUxLpHE_nvGPUnjVU&index=2 (as accessed on 123018)  

Accompanying music citation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L_u97PqWX6g as accessed on 

123018 

The model of the “dolls” introduces the possibility of simultaneous reality; which perhaps within 

limitation? You can control 

In an application of deux machinations [what the hell is this?][like of two reality streams of thoughts] 

 

The obvious thing; would be to uh be … this? 

As just a hypothesis: To create this simultaneous reality as is being demonstrated and to see the initial 

outer limit which is the primary reality the control ability comes from and then to overcome this limit to 

reduce limitations un-useful (and or limitation) in the controlled to reality 

               Like uh, the example here might be talking with, animals un-accessible in general terms because 

of the “mermaid” gulf & this creates the ability also of actual necessary rescues; which apparently are 

also translated through structural differences; i.e., pertain-ability  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a-EuO2I-UyU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L71Jr6v-Zyo&list=PL5BsRl9zFaeTeTFlKUxLpHE_nvGPUnjVU&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L71Jr6v-Zyo&list=PL5BsRl9zFaeTeTFlKUxLpHE_nvGPUnjVU&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L_u97PqWX6g
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{study cited: Barbie dreamhouses or something} 

Simultaneous reality (outside) and (inner) is as such house/housing 

Reality Overall: i.e. it seems using such drama translations and-or tools such as dolls; create[s] a division 

in reality overall to create the access of controlled uh is it context in reality overall (such as housing i.e. 

in this space)  

 


